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The New Normal 
Well, here we are with the first ‘In Focus’ of 20-21. At one 

point we weren’t even sure that we would be having a 20-21 

Session! After the initial shock - the severity of the virus 

and the extent of the ‘Lockdown Measures’ - we all 

adjusted, ‘Stayed Home, Stayed Safe’ and coped as best we 

could. We all understood the need to protect ourselves and 

our families. 

 

Phil informed us that, following the meeting of 16th March, 

all further meetings of DCC would be cancelled until at least 

early September’. DCC went into hibernation!  However, by 

May, the Committee started to look ahead and think what 

could be done to keep the Club going. The AGM had been 

postponed but we still felt we needed the approval of the 

Members to proceed. An online vote was held and the 

Office Bearers and Committee Members were appointed.  

 

Things were still uncertain but, as the summer passed and 

the virus was still with us, it became apparent that holding 

actual Meetings was not going to be possible for some time 

to come. So, we started to look at options for online 

meetings. We issued a questionnaire to the Members and the 

feedback was very positive. We were sufficiently 

encouraged to proceed. Our Print Secretary and Syllabus 

Secretary started to investigate possible presenters and 

judges who would be prepared to commit to live ‘Zoom’ 

talks and judge PDI Images online.  

 

Despite everything, here we are now with a full programme 

of events, from our first meeting on 21st September to the     

final event in late March /early April next year. I’m very 

pleased to sing the praises of all those who have put in hours 

of work to ensure we would achieve our goal. We hope the 

events run smoothly and you are all looking forward to 

participating in the 20-21 Year. 

Joyce White - President 

September 2020 

“Dew Covered Damsel” by Toby Houlton was 

awarded an SPF Silver Medal for “Best Nature PDI” 

in the SPF Portfolio Competition. 

Congratulations Toby. 

 



 

 

 

LOCKDOWN PHOTOS - I recently asked you send in some of 

the photos you took during the Covid Lockdown. Hopefully, 

everyone managed to snap a few images, even though the 

possibilities were limited. Some interesting images have already 

been submitted - see pages 4-7 below. Have you tried something 

different or experimented with a subject new to you? We’re keen 

to see what ‘developed’! 
The weather was kind to us during April and May and I was lucky 

enough to spend hours walking in and around the Brahan Estate 

round the woods, down by the river, around the ‘Island’. I started 

taking photos of trees, lots of trees, or parts of them! Doesn’t 

sound very exciting, but it’s amazing what you see when you really 

start to look. I enjoyed taking them anyway! 

We hope to extend this theme to become part of a ‘Club night’ in 

October. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ATTIC ROOMS UPGRADE - Martin started looking at the 

idea of converting the unused rooms in the attic- and his enthusiasm 

has encouraged others to help. The plan is to retain studio 1 (see 

sketch plan of existing- done by Andrew) but improve the facilities, 

convert Studio 2 (which has been a ‘store’ for anything and 

everything) into a comfortable Tutorial/ Workshop space. Part of the 

original darkroom may be retained, whilst also creating space for a 

print mounting area, with table, cutting mat, guillotine, bevel cutter 

etc. The original bathroom area will be converted to a store.  

Martin has been checking through the equipment, and either setting it 

aside for re-use, for sale or to be donated elsewhere. A group of us 

have cleared out Studio 2, with Phil supervising and confirming what 

needs to be retained. We plan to strip out unwanted furnishings, 

remove damaged timbers round the windows (especially where there 

were leaks last Winter), remove damp, cracked plaster, the bath and the disused WC. Then a bit of plumber work, 

joinery, perhaps some plastering, painting, floor laying and general handyman work! 

The Club will need to pay for some of the work to be carried out professionally but, to keep costs down as much as 

possible, we are looking for a team of willing helpers to assist with some of work. So anyone willing to help please 

e-mail me at joyce@whiteandmcginn.com  Even a few hours of your time would be a good start!  

NB We are aware of the Covid 19 restrictions and any work done would need to be carried out in full compliance with 

the current guidance.   

 

DCC WEBSITE - Rosemary is looking into options for upgrading the website. The existing one has done its job over 

the last few years, but we want to showcase the Club as an imaginative and creative group with a full variety of skills 

and levels of excellence. The Website should allow DCC to display its best images, competition winners and top-

quality prints but, we also need to portray a Club of photographers who are willing to share their knowledge and help 

newcomers or other Members to improve their photography  

We also hope to have a Members’ Section, where Club Members can upload their own images, ask fellow 

photographers for comments, put forward feedback on presentations along with notes about workshops etc. This 

section would require a password entry and be for use of Club Members only. 

This is all work in progress, at the moment, but Rosemary is working hard to build a suitable Site that will meet our 

needs - and yet not cost a fortune! No easy task! WATCH THIS SPACE. 

Joyce White - President 



 

 

 
 

    SPF Portfolio Results 2020 Report -  Phil Downie  

 “A total of 2033 Prints and Projected Images were received from 33 Clubs; made up of 898 PDI, 661 

Colour Print PDIs and 474 Mono Prints PDIs. Numbers were up by an incredible 600 on last year, so 

a massive thank you to all of the Clubs who entered. 

The SPF Portfolio Competitions 2020 have now been judged, by two Judges this year, Jane and 

Adrian Lines from Chorley, in the L&CPU. They were independently sent the images, which they each 

scored between 5 and 10. Their individual scores were then combined to give a maximum possible 

score of 20 and minimum score of 10. 

The Judges were then asked to select their Individual Award winners from their highest combined 

scoring images. 

The Judge's combined scores were also used to calculate the final Club placings who's results came as 

normal from the total combined scores of the Club's selections in each category. 

After Judging, the highest scoring entries (Approx. 30% of total entry) forms the Annual Portfolios of 

accepted Print Projected Image Sections and Projected Digital Images for the year which will be 

available to view on DVD. Details will appear here shortly about how your Club can book a copy, or 

check if you've already done so.”  (Taken from the SPF website where more details can be had) 

Club entries show a quite substantial reduction in the position of the Club Entry, although the points 

received are higher, probably a result of the voting system used this year. All images were submitted 

as PDIs with PDIs of the prints also being sent due to current circumstances. 

Portfolios to represent the club were selected from the images used with 6 for the PDI’s and 4 each for 

the Colour Prints and Mono Prints. An image that may have done well in club competitions and 

selected to represent the club may not have achieved a high mark due to judge’s personal preferences. 

All Club entries were based on image performance throughout the year. 

      2020     2019 

    Accepted Entered  Accepted Entered 

PDI’s    26  59   23  49 

Col Prints   9  26   9  20 

Mono Prints   2  13   3  10 

Total Accepted  37     35 

Club Results   Points  Position  Points  Position 

PDI’s    101  17   72  6 

Col Prints   65  22   51  3 

Mono Prints   66  15   43  10 

 

Congratulations must go to Toby Houlton who received an SPF Silver Medal for “Best Nature PDI” 

“Dew Covered Damsel.” See front cover image 

 

    Phil Downie 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Virtual Camera Club – Embracing The (Temporary) Normal 

 

The other day I was looking back over photos taken with family last Christmas.  As the smiling faces 

gazed out at me from the screen, it struck me that nobody could have imagined the disruption to everyday 

life that was coming. 

After that initial shock when the rug was pulled from under us, many have found a way to adapt to the 

restrictions on social activity such as meetings and club gatherings.  For me it has meant replacing my 

photography evening classes with weekly online tutorials and thinking of new ways to generate revenue.  

I also run a Facebook group of photography enthusiasts in the Tain area.  I thought this could provide a 

welcome focus for its 190 members during lock-down, so we started to set daily photography challenges.  

I was surprised at how people responded, and the good feedback.  Reaching out to the local community 

this way, and doing a small part to support its well-being, enabled me to get some funding from the local 

Development Trust in order to improve the technical quality of my tutorials, so there was a win-win. 

So, what’s the point of explaining this?  Well, faced with a massive change to the things we took for 

granted, I guess we have three choices; sit and wait for it all to go back to normal, give up and accept that 

“this chapter of my life is over”, or adapt, just as we have been adapting to change all our lives. 

The club committee have been doing a great job recently, in putting together a virtual programme of 

speakers and competition judges to take us through to 2021.  We’ve been assuming the worst and 

expecting that we won’t be meeting again at Eagle House for the foreseeable future.  If that’s not to be the 

case, then we’ll all have something to celebrate.  Meanwhile, we have the chance to take part in a rich 

programme of learning, socialising and competition through the Zoom videoconferencing platform. 

Now, I’d be the first to agree that nothing can replace the craic of sharing a cup of tea with fellow club-

members while browsing though that evening’s competition print-entries.  But, as a club-member with a 

long drive, there are advantages including; time saved on travel and avoiding driving in the dark and poor 

weather.  Perhaps more importantly, we’ll have the chance to interact with a wider range of judges and 

speakers who might otherwise be unwilling to travel this far north. 

Does this mean I’ll regret it when we finally return to the Club Room?  No, of course not but every cloud 

has a silver lining.  So, my advice is; embrace the Temporary Normal of our new Virtual Camera Club.  If 

you need help with the technology, it’s there for you.  Liz Armstrong is prepared to give one-to-one 

support if needed.  If you find it all a bit clunky and uncomfortable during your first online club meeting, 

recognise that this is normal.  It’s new to us all, and it will pass.  Finally, I for one am looking forward to 

seeing folk again after the long break, even if it is through the rectangle of a computer screen! 

Mark Janes LRPS Vice president 

 

Willie Skinner’s 

mystery flower 

taken in his 

garden during 

Lockdown 

 

 

Can you name it? 

 

Answer in next 

issue. 

 

Taken with a Sony 

RX 100v1 set at 

auto. 



 

 

Macro Photography during the Lockdown  
It turns out that three of us have been working on macro 

photography during the last few months, Jim Alexander, 

Toby Houlton and myself Martin Hind. So the 

following is a summary of the different methods and 

equipment we have used. 

 

So what is macrophotography? The definition is 

photography where the image is at 1:1 or greater on the 

film or sensor plain in relation to the subject. Over the 

years this has gradually been reduced to any close up 

image. Manufactures have to take some blame as they 

have churned out many a zoom lens with good close up 

focusing abilities and have labelled them as being 

macro for selling purposes. There are only a few true 

macro lenses either from the film period or digital able 

to provide 1:1 or greater. But there are ways around that 

such as reversing lenses, use of bellows. When working 

at these magnifications camera shake and any breeze 

become a problem when working outdoors so it is good 

to practice indoors to work out what your system is 

suitable for. 

 

Some of the images would only be classed as close up 

while others are definitely macro images. 

 

So what have we used?     First up is Toby Houlton.  

 

 

Toby’s Macro set up and images 

During lockdown I decided to have a go at Reverse 

Macro photography in the garden. I’ve been meaning to 

try this for a while as I really enjoy getting very close to 

mini subjects and seeing them as you wouldn't 

normally. The attached images were taken with a Nikon 

body (D500 or D7200) and a reversed 50mm f1.8 Nikon 

lens. It's best to have a lens where it has an aperture ring 

as you have no contacts with the camera so no idea 

what aperture you are using and you can't change 

aperture on the fly, otherwise (the camera sees F0). You 

need to get very very close to be able to focus, just a 

few cms and, as the viewfinder is quite dark, it's hard to 

see your subject. To combat slow shutter speeds I used 

in conjunction with a sigma ring flash. Handheld while 

holding my breath! 

 

Quite enjoyed it but a serious challenge that takes a bit 

of practice.  

All the best Toby 

  



 

 

 

Jim MacDonald’s Macro photography over the summer 

 

I am attaching some macro shots I have taken 

recently. This is my first taste of macro 

photography so they are all pretty simple pictures 

mostly taken in the garden. I bought a 100mm 

f2.8 canon lens during lockdown to copy some of 

the many slides I have accumulated over the last 

50 years. Some of the flower shots I used a tripod 

but chasing around after bees and butterflies was 

hand held.  

 

With the abstract picture I had a different set up. 

The cd and books in the picture are supporting a 

piece of glass with a glass bowl sitting on top. 

Water placed in the bowl (plastic sheet on the 

carpet just in case of any accidental spillage) 

then a few drops of cooking oil mixed in to 

create the bubble effect. I used my tablet sitting 

on the plastic sheet underneath the glass to back 

light the bowl. Find a colourful picture to put on 

the screen of the tablet which shines thought the 

clear bowl. Camera is on a tripod and shooting 

down into the backlit bowl. This picture was 

taken before I bought the macro lens.  

Thanks Jim 

 

 



 

 

 
 
Martin’s Macros 

I have a couple of different set ups 

depending on cameras and 

requirements. A Sony Nex-7 with an 

Elicar V-HQ 55mm macro lens from 

the 70’s complete with magnification 

ratios on the lens barrel and does up to 

1:1 and 2:1 with a 2x extender. This is a 

lightweight set up and good for free 

ranging outdoors in good light and 

tripod free. I also use a Nikon D3200 

and Sigma 105mm macro lens and tend 

to use this for tripod work and where I 

have time to work on the subject matter 

such as flowers and other static 

subjects. Using Sigma’s matching 

extenders gives magnifications greater 

than 1:1. I also have reversing rings so 

can undertake the same set up that 

Toby has shown. When working close 

in with a tripod it is helpful to use 

macro focusing rails to adjust the 

subject within the image without having 

to adjust your tripod. Also with macro 

are the joys of shallow depth of field so 

using small apertures are required to 

increase the depth with longer exposure 

times. Using flash and other artificial 

light sources help with reducing 

movement blur and give more control in 

illumination. 
 

These images were taken with the 

Nikon and the Sigma 105 Macro lens 

using a tripod and natural light. F-stop 

was usually f16 or f22 so exposure 

times were about ¼ to 1/3rd second.  



 

 

 
Calendar  2020-21  All activities are all by Zoom until further notice and you will receive the link from Liz 

in advance of the meeting. 
September 2020 

14th Opening Night and AGM   Annual Print Comp 2020 (AV) 

21st  Workshop –“Exposure”   Mark Janes 

           (Hand in Comp 1 -  Open) 

28th  TALK “Extreme Scotland”  Nadir Khan (Edinburgh) 
  

October 2020 

5th  Members Night   –   All   “My Lockdown Photographs”   

12th  Comp 1 – Open: judged by  Sandie Cox DPAGB, ARPS (Tetbury) 

19th Workshop –“Composition”  Mark Janes 

(Hand in Comp 2 -  Open) 

26th  TALK “Title tbc”    Ross McKelvey MPAGB MFIAP FIPF EFIAP/p FBPE (Edinburgh)                               
November 2020 

2nd   Members Night –    “AV’s”      All 

9th Comp 2 – Open:     judged by Stewart Dodd LRPS (Dundee) 

16th Workshop –“Metering, filters and simple exposure blending” Mark Janes 

           (Hand in Nature comp) 

23rd  TALK “Sport, In Camera Creations & More” Les Loosemore ARPS, AWPF, DPAGB   (Port Talbot) 

30th  TALK "I'm going to start printing- again"   John Fenwick   (Hand in Mini comp) 
 

December 2020 

7th Nature Competition:     judged by Ralph Snook DPAGB ARPS EFIAP/b (Bristol) 

14th Decay, Diagonals, Doors Mini Comp:   Judging by Members  
 

 

Festive Break 
 

January 2021 

4th TALK “From Paintbrush to Pixels”  Jane Lazenby LRPS, CPAGB, BPE3, AFIAP, LMPA  (Barnsley) 

11th  Workshop –“Colour and Monochrome   How to make the most of each, and when to choose which”    

 Mark Janes 

(Hand in Comp 3 Set Subject - Light Makes all the Difference) 

18th  TALK “Long Exposure & Processing in Mono”    Joe Houghton (Dublin)    

25th “Why I pressed the Shutter”  Members night       –      All  
 

February 2021 

1st  Comp 3 – Set Subject:     judged by  Guy Davies ARPS EFIAP EPSA  (Stokesley) 

8th  "Heaven's above - resurrecting the third floor"  Martin Hind 

 (Hand in Portfolio PDI) 

15th TALK “Title tbc”     Brian Northmore  (Plymouth) 

22nd   “Photography in my line of Work”   Joyce White 
 

March 2021 

1st  PORTFOLIO competition:     judged by Tony Oliver CPAGB ARPS BPE4  (Salisbury) 

8th Members night – an exchange of images with Earlston Camera Club 

15th TALK    "Architectural Photography, in search of the genius loci" Inake Hernandez-Lasa FRPS, FIPF, AFIAP 

 (Dublin) 

22nd Members night:  "An Unusual Season for Dingwall CC" 

29th  Annual PDI Competition:     judged by Gary Williamson (North Kessock) 

 

April 2021 

5th Easter Break 

13th  AGM 

20th Annual Dinner and Prize Giving (we all can hope) 



 

 

 

         Phil’s Lockdown 
                 Now a couple of Infra Red photos by Phil. Hopefully he can give us some tips on this type of work  

     in the  Lockdown  Club  Night on  5th October: 

 

                  
 

                 Achnagairn House 

 

                 
 

               Wardlaw 7th May 2020 

 

 



 

 

 

The Editor - Well that’s all for my first In Focus. Hope you liked the images and apologies for the 

verbage but that’s what the newsletter is all about. Thanks to Lesley who has undertaken the task for a 

number of years and is now taking a well-earned rest. I look forward to receiving interesting articles and 

images from you all in the future. What I am looking for are stories of new or interesting techniques, 

unusual subject matter and interesting stories of some photographic trip you undertook. Preference is for 

image rich and a sensible amount of text to avoid people glazing over. I hope to change the look of the 

newsletter to make it something that you want to read and keep for future reference and ideas. There 

will also be an Interesting Links section with internet based articles that might interest the members. I 

have included one below as a starter. The 20 tips are always worth revisiting if you have lost interest in 

your photography over the summer. Just hold down the ctrl and click on the link and it will take you 

there. So if you come across a web page you find interesting let me know and we can share it through 

the newsletter. 

 

And finally thanks to all the contributors for providing images and articles 

 

Looking forward to a good season of talks and comps so get out there with your camera and get 

clicking! 

Martin Hind 

 

Interesting web links 

https://photographylife.com/photography-tips-for-beginners  
 

Committee  
President  Joyce White  Vice-President  Mark Janes 
Secretary  John Fenwick  Treasurer  Keith Barnes 
PDI’s Competition Secretary      Elizabeth Fraser  
Prints Competition Secretary      John Fenwick 
External Comps Secretary      Vacant 
Syllabus Secretary       Andrew James  
Exhibition Chairman      Sub Committee Management 
 
Committee members 
Liz Armstrong  Rosemary Roscrow   Neil Morrison   Martin Hind 
 
Website  Rosemary Roscrow  Press Secretary Mark Janes 
In Focus Editor  Martin Hind email: - hind.martin.t21@btinternet.com  
Club Website  www.dingwallcameraclub.com 

 

      Fetch - Brian Alexander 


